The inner glow of Hokie Stone
Haiti in our hearts | A new spring break
Diminishing state funding forces rising tuition

By Charles W. Steger ‘69

Periodically, I have addressed in this magazine the effects of state funding on university operations. Too many times during the past 10 years, we’ve discussed the impact of non-funding—indeed, a disinvestment. The current fiscal landscape for higher education is as bad as anything I’ve experienced during four decades in higher education.

Funding cuts already incurred and those on the horizon threaten Virginia’s laudable colleges and universities. Today, state funding for instruction at Virginia Tech is $40 million less than when the decade began, even though in-state undergraduate enrollment has increased by 13 percent since 2005 (about 2,000 more Virginians). Less than one-third of the funding for the University Division, where instruction takes place, comes from the state. Using figures adjusted for inflation, the commonwealth will provide, for the coming fiscal year, 48 percent less for every in-state student than it did in 2000-01. The state share of the overall university budget, which includes residence halls, dining halls, research, athletics, and other operations not funded by the state, is now about 23 percent.

We have, on many occasions, demonstrated the tremendous payback states obtain from educated citizens, directly through increased tax collections and indirectly via the public benefits of an educated populace. The effects of higher education on economic viability and attendant national security implications are well understood—but we’re beyond communicating benefits now. States cannot or will not fund higher education.

After decades of cuts, simple belt-tightening is not an option. With the baby boom echo in full swing, more students than ever seek seats at this table. Cutting enrollment or cutting programs is not a viable choice. The net effect, here and in other states, is a huge cost shift to the shoulders of students and their families. To keep the doors open, to continue to provide the quality expected from Virginia Tech, tuition has risen significantly in this decade and will continue to rise.

We will not forget those who are struggling financially. We are fully cognizant of educational empowerment. When tuition rises, we allocate a portion to the financial aid budget. We are efficient. Our cost to educate a student is less today than it was 10 years ago.

Our prices will remain competitive with peer universities. Indeed, when looking at the overall cost to attend Virginia Tech, we still rank in the lower quartile when compared to our 23 peer institutions. If you check the costs of our sister schools in Virginia or comparable flagship institutions in the mid-Atlantic region, you will see that we remain a great value. At the end of 2009, Kiplinger again ranked us among the nation’s top 20 best values for public universities. U.S. News & World Report considers us to be among the best 30 public universities in America. Early this year, Princeton Review ranked us among the nation’s top 10 values for public universities.

So, the university remains strong and well-respected and is educating more students than at any time in its history. However, our financial structure—the way we keep the doors open—is changing. Tuition is paying an ever-increasing share of the bills. Please know and understand the reasons why, and please know that such changes are absolutely essential to preserving Virginia Tech as we know it.
Tech remains among best values in public higher education

Virginia Tech continues to rank among the top public colleges and universities in the nation for offering a high-quality educational experience at an affordable price, according to Kiplinger’s Personal Finance magazine. The magazine’s “100 Best Values in Public Colleges” list, which appeared in the February issue, ranks Virginia Tech 16th among 100 institutions “that combine outstanding economic value with a first-class education.” The university continues to increase funding for student financial aid, with more than 70 percent of students receiving some form of financial aid.

Robert J. Bodnar
Geoscientist named Virginia’s 2010 outstanding scientist

Virginia Tech University Distinguished Professor Robert J. Bodnar’s work has led Gov. Bob McDonnell and the Science Museum of Virginia to name him Virginia’s Outstanding Scientist 2010. Bodnar, the C.C. Garvin Professor of Geochemistry in the College of Science, is internationally recognized as a leader in his specialized field of fluid inclusions, which are microscopic droplets that are trapped in minerals when they form beneath Earth’s surface. He uses fluid inclusions to study volcanic eruptions and to predict the explosiveness of future eruptions. His work focuses on the formation of and exploration for economically important mineral deposits of copper, gold, lead, zinc, silver, and uranium.

More hybrids added to ‘Green Fleet’

Virginia Tech’s Fleet Services is continuing its “Green Fleet” efforts by replacing older models with five new Honda Insights. These new cars join the Ford Escape Hybrids and the Chevy Malibu Hybrid acquired over the past four years. The Honda Insight has several features that allow the driver to take control over how “green” his or her driving is. The additional hybrids reflect the dedication to the Green Fleet Initiative implemented by Fleet Services in May 2007.

Virginia Tech remains internationally recognized as a top public research university, ranked 46th in the nation’s 17 best-managed colleges and universities for 2009. In an article appearing on the website cites Virginia Tech as having one of the best-endowed research universities in the nation. The university’s endowment ranks No. 2 among public research universities.

Theresa Reineke
Grant funds genetic therapy research

The National Institutes of Health has awarded a $2.3 million grant to a Virginia Tech research team led by Theresa Reineke, an associate professor of chemistry in the College of Science, to continue the team’s biomedical research into new medicines. The group is creating carbohydrate-based polymers for the delivery of genetic drugs to combat cancer and heart disease.

The New Innovator grant supports research in its earliest stages and holds potential for exceptionally high impact. The awards are designed to stimulate highly innovative research and promising new investigations.

Engineering team to build battlefield robots for competition

A team of robotics researchers from the College of Engineering will build a team of fully autonomous competitive battle-ready robots as part of a 2010 International War-games Challenge that could spur real-life battle robots. The team, led by Tomonari Furukawa, associate professor of mechanical engineering, will create robots that coordinate, plan, and execute a series of timed tasks. The top three winners will receive cash prizes worth hundreds of thousands of dollars and the chance to work with defense agencies to develop robotic designs that one day might fight alongside soldiers in combat.
University receives $2.5 million for Mali mission

Virginia Tech has won a $2.5 million contract to manage a program that will promote agricultural-led growth, increase rural incomes, and reduce hunger in Mali. The three-year program is funded by the U.S. Agency for International Development Mali mission and will be managed by Virginia Tech’s Office of International Research, Education, and Development. The program is an associate award to the Virginia Tech-managed Integrated Pest Management Collaborative Research Support Program, which has had a presence in West Africa since 1993.

Pamplin College, College of Engineering launch two-degree program

Students will have the opportunity to earn both the master of business administration and master of industrial and systems engineering degrees within the same two-year period in a new cooperative program established by the Pamplin College of Business and the College of Engineering. The program, which begins this fall, will replace the existing M.B.A. concentration in systems engineering management. Students will complete the core requirements for the M.B.A. and dedicate their elective credits to completing the requirements for the master of science in industrial and systems engineering.

University takes gold in Best Workplaces for Commuters Race to Excellence

Virginia Tech is one of three higher education institutions in the nation to receive a gold award for its alternative transportation programs in the Best Workplaces for Commuters Race to Excellence. The Race to Excellence encourages organizations to receive a gold award for its alternative transportation programs in the Best Workplaces for Commuters Race to Excellence. The Race to Excellence encourages organizations to develop initiatives that reduce traffic congestion and thereby reducing air pollution in the workplace.

Graduate student wins Golden Key scholarship

Seungmoon Song, a graduate student in the Department of Electrical and Computer Engineering, has been awarded a $10,000 Ford engineering scholarship from the Golden Key National Honor Society. The organization awards only four such scholarships annually. Song’s research focuses on humanoid robotics locomotion and on maximizing the power production of solar cells. Song is a member of RoboMcL’s Team DARwin, which actively participates in ReboCup, an international autonomous robotic soccer competition that seeks to develop robots capable of competitively playing against humans by 2050.

Corps participates in governor’s inaugural events

The Virginia Tech Corps of Cadets was well-represented at the Governor’s Inaugural Parade on Jan. 16 in Richmond, Va. Gov. Bob McDonnell invited the Highty-Tighties, the corps Regimental Band, and the corps color guard to march in the parade. In addition, 20 cadets served as VIP escorts during the parade and swearing-in ceremony. All participating cadets voluntarily returned to campus five days early from winter break to practice and prepare for the event.

Chemist elected international fellow

Judy S. Riffle, professor of chemistry and director of the macromolecular science and engineering program at Virginia Tech, has been elected a Fellow in the Polymeric Materials Science and Engineering (PMSE) division of the American Chemical Society.

Riffle was one of only three chemists worldwide to be named a PSME Fellow for 2010. She was recognized for making significant contributions to the science and engineering of polymeric materials. Her research has led to the development of materials used in heart transplants, arterial grafts, and contact lenses.

For more news about Virginia Tech visit www.vtmagazine.vt.edu/spring10/ontheweb.html, where you can read such stories as:

- Biologists use math to advance our understanding of health and disease
- Student-authored e-business guide draws praise
- Researchers study the effects of crashes on pregnant women
- Student invents toy, receives patent
- Engineers explore environmental impact of nanotechnology

New editor on board

Jesse C. Tuel, director of advancement communications at Emporia State University (ESU) in Emporia, Kan., has been named editor of Virginia Tech Magazine. Virginia issues & Answers, the university’s public policy magazine; and VT NetLetter, a monthly electronic alumni newsletter.

At ESU, Tuel edited and wrote for the university’s alumni magazine, Spotlight; produced Hornet News Update, an e-mail newsletter for alumni; prepared the Honor Roll of Donors & Annual Report; and directed the communications program for the Alumni Association and ESU Foundation that involved managing print and Web publications, videos, photography, marketing, alumni relations, donor relations, and news releases. He also served in 2008 as interim director of alumni relations.

Tuel was educated at ESU, where he earned a bachelor’s degree in business management and a master’s degree in English.

In recent years, he was the advisor for Delta Chapter of Sigma Tau Gamma, which presented him with its Distinguished Alumnus Award in 2006, and was a member of the national academic honor society Phi Kappa Phi. He was also active in the Council for the Advancement and Support of Education (CASE) District VI and received a number of CASE district awards.

In addition to his work in higher education, Tuel was a reporter for The Emporia Gazette and The Chautauqua Tribune and was recognized numerous times by the Kansas Press Association and Harris Enterprises for his writing.

Alumni can reach Tuel at vtmag@vt.edu or 540.231.5852.
When a 7.0-magnitude earthquake struck 15 miles outside the Haitian capital of Port-au-Prince on Jan. 12, many Hokies felt called to serve.

One such Hokie was interdisciplinary studies major Annie MacKimmie. "I went outside to get the paper and just started crying at this photo of a girl with [pulverized concrete] on her face," she recalls. "You feel so helpless in America, but that’s when I called Brandon [Carroll, Student Government Association president] and said, ‘What can I do?’"

At the next meeting of Hokies United, a student-driven movement to help relieve tragedies worldwide, Carroll, MacKimmie, and T.J. Loeffler, along with many others, decided to raise funds for Partners in Health (PIH), a nonprofit based in Boston, Mass., with a long-standing presence in Haiti. "PIH was our best option in terms of receiving our donations because we knew the money would be used appropriately," says Loeffler, a junior finance major. "We knew so many people on the ground in Haiti working with PIH, so the decision was easy."

One of those PACE founding members was Chris Strock, also a civil and environmental engineering doctoral student. After the quake, he flew to Haiti with PIH as part of a small team that worked at the general hospital in Port-au-Prince helping to set up temporary operating rooms and restore electricity to the facility. "The hospital was the only public teaching facility," he says, "and in one of the buildings, 20 nurses were taking an exam when the earthquake struck. The deaths of those nurses increased the need for medical help in Port-au-Prince."

The earthquake hit home for members of PACE. "Some of our founding members are closely tied to Haiti," says civil and environmental engineering doctoral candidate Randi Lieberman, director of PACE. Lieberman notes that the decision to partner with PIH was a no-brainer. "We knew so many people on the ground in Haiti working with PIH, so the decision was easy."

One of those PACE founding members was Chris Strock, also a civil and environmental engineering doctoral student. After the quake, he flew to Haiti with PIH as part of a small team that worked at the general hospital in Port-au-Prince helping to set up temporary operating rooms and restore electricity to the facility. "The hospital was the only public teaching facility," he says, "and in one of the buildings, 20 nurses were taking an exam when the earthquake struck. The deaths of those nurses increased the need for medical help in Port-au-Prince."

The earthquake hit home for members of PACE. "Some of our founding members are closely tied to Haiti," says civil and environmental engineering doctoral candidate Randi Lieberman, director of PACE. Lieberman notes that the decision to partner with PIH was a no-brainer. "We knew so many people on the ground in Haiti working with PIH, so the decision was easy."

Another organization at Tech with roots in Haiti before the quake is ESIH, an IT program director of the Sustainable Agriculture and National Development (USAID) and aims to support sustainable agriculture and natural resource management in developing countries.

Moore and SANREM CRSP, a program of Virginia Tech's Office of International Research, Education, and Development (OIRED), teach minimum tillage, vegetative cover, and crop rotations. "Since the earthquake, the problem hasn't changed," says Moore. "It has only put pressure on our project. Sustainable agriculture and national transportation of goods will move Haiti toward a more fully articulated economy."

Another way to diversify Haiti's economy is to motivate the workforce, according to Patrick Guilbaud, information technology (IT) program director for OIRED and a Haitian-American. Using a USAID grant, Guilbaud started a partnership in 2008 with the École Supérieure d’Infotronique d’Haiti (ESIH), a school in Port-au-Prince. The partnership aims to strengthen students’ knowledge of computer science through a professor exchange and by bringing five ESIH students to Virginia Tech for a two-year program that leads to a bachelor’s degree in computer science.

"You have to train the top to train the bottom," Guilbaud explains. "We have the opportunity to replenish the middle class and revive the educational culture."

Guilbaud’s students will be able to go back to Haiti and make a difference in the IT sector.

Guilbaud emphasizes that many of the Haitian people do have the nation in their hearts. "We are a country of revolution," he says.

Strock agrees and hopes that the recent disaster starts a new revolution. "It seemed like the earthquake brought peace to cultural class issues, peace to the city. It's like Haiti's motto says, ‘L’Unite Fait La Force,’ or ‘Unity Creates Strength.’" In Virginia Tech’s culture of service, many stand in unity for Haiti. But, Strock cautions, "We need to stand with, not over, Haiti."

To read more about how Virginia Tech students and members of the faculty and staff are helping Haiti, view a longer version of this article at virginiatechmagazine.vt.edu/spring10/feature1.html.

Chelsea Newman is a senior English major and an intern on the Virginia Tech Magazine staff.
Encore!  
BY JEAN ELLIOTT

Despite a delayed opening on Jan. 22, Squires Student Center is soon abuzz with activity as 500 middle and high school musicians, in various states of anticipation, prepare to audition for the 13th Annual Honor Band at Virginia Tech.

A cacophony of random scales floats out of the woodwind practice room. The basses and percussion areas pulse with drumbeats and tinny warm-up blasts as instruments adjust from the frigid air outside. Nervous laughter echoes in the hallways, a sharp contrast to students’ confident smiles—after all, these band members had already made the cut from the 1,500 nominated by band directors at 170 schools in eight states.

After sight-reading audition music, the musicians face a packed weekend. Based on auditions, they are assigned to one of five 100-piece bands—Bronze, Silver, Orange, Maroon, and Gold—where they learn four new pieces before performing in a big concert at Burruss Hall on Sunday.

David Widder, a professor of music, started the Honor Band in 1998 after several teachers urged him to promote music by showcasing the Virginia Tech music organizations (Delta Omicron, Kappa Kappa Psi, and Tau Beta Sigma), music faculty, various guest clinicians, and knowledgeable and patient directors converge to give 500 youths a meaningful three days.

Whitney Mullins, who completed her undergraduate degree in music, continues to help with the music-packed weekend as a graduate student in instructional design and technology. “I just could not give up Delta Omicron,” says the president of the professional co-ed music fraternity. Mullins happily coordinates various music activities, including major auditions and a student soloist competition.

Junior music education major Brandon Cole is also a three-time Honor Band member. A self-proclaimed “band nerd,” Cole confesses that he loves to be “nerd,” Cole confesses that he loves to be

Despite the weather, there is little doubt that an F-Honor Band experience can ultimately build to a Virginia Tech wonderland for the Hokies. Widder says that in a recent survey of music majors, the F Honor Band “was the single most mentioned influence on students deciding to attend [Virginia Tech].” Overall, 29 percent of the majors had participated in Honor Band.

Honor Band weekend falls in the “it takes a village” category. Three student music organizations (Delta Omicron, Kappa Kappa Psi, and Tau Beta Sigma), music faculty, various guest clinicians, and knowledgeable and patient directors converge to give 500 youths a meaningful three days.

Whitney Mullins, who completed her undergraduate degree in music, continues to help with the music-packed weekend as a graduate student in instructional design and technology. “I just could not give up Delta Omicron,” says the president of the professional co-ed music fraternity.

Mullins happily coordinates various music activities, including major auditions and a student soloist competition.

Dana Cone, a junior Spanish and international relations major, has always considered music to be “the main component” in a life that includes playing French horn and participating at one time or another in the symphony band, the wind ensemble, the horn ensemble, and the Marching Virginians. Cone is a three-time veteran of Honor Band. Although she considered attending the University of Virginia because it was “so close to home,” her Honor Band experience influenced her decision to select Virginia Tech. “Everyone was so nice here, and it’s such an intimate experience. Plus, I was pushed outside my boundaries to do my very best,” she says.

Junior music education major Brandon Cole is also a three-time Honor Band member. A self-proclaimed “band nerd,” Cole confesses that he loves to be

Saturday brings a full day of rehearsals and master classes. By 4:30 p.m., however, the whirlwind learning curve is nearing completion: a catchy ragtime piece emanates from the Silver Band in the Commonwealth Ballroom; costumes are perfected in a spicy Latino number by the Maroon Band up in Haymarket Auditorium; and Assistant Professor Travis Cross pauses the Gold Band in Old Dominion Ballroom to discuss dynamics.

Cole, a French horn player, gives this advice to future participants: “Don’t sweat the audition. Go in and just play. When I came here for Honor Band, I met some faculty, got to see the campus, and fell in love with it.”

Despite the weather, there is little doubt that an F-Honor Band experience can ultimately build to a Virginia Tech wonderland. Virginia Tech Magazine Spring 2010

To view a slideshow of the 2010 Honor Band, visit www.vtmagazine.vt.edu/spring10/feature2.html.
“Alcohol abuse is a problem on every college campus in America,” says Chris Flynn, director of Virginia Tech’s Cook Counseling Center, and Virginia Tech is no exception. “The very nature of Virginia Tech has in it some of the environmental factors that lead to fairly high consumption rates,” notes Vice President for Student Affairs Ed Spencer. These factors, including being a large university in a rural location with big athletics and a very active Greek system, all play a role in Tech’s high-risk drinking rate of 56 percent of the student body—higher than the national average of 42 percent.

Every year, Virginia Tech’s judicial system handles between 850 and 950 alcohol-related violations, whether drunk in public, driving under the influence (DUI), or underage drinking. A study showed that 34 percent of students who went to Schiffert Health Center with injuries could attribute those injuries to alcohol use. While most of these cases were just bumps and bruises, the outcome of high-risk drinking behaviors—defined as drinking five or more drinks for men or four or more for women in a two-hour time span—can have serious effects. Serious falls, alcohol-related car accidents, and alcohol overdose are just some of the tragic consequences that can occur when students abuse alcohol. Every year, more than 1,500 college students nationwide die from unintentional injury due to alcohol-related factors, including alcohol poisoning, says Flynn.

Unlike alcohol dependency, which is defined as a chemical reliance on alcohol and causes withdrawal symptoms when the person goes too long without a drink, alcohol abuse is a pattern of behavior in which the person, while not dependent, engages in dangerous use of alcohol. This behavior can harm a person’s health, relationships, academic work, or other areas of his or her life. A student is more likely to drive while intoxicated, sustain physical injuries from falling or getting into fights, have blackouts, miss classes because of hangovers, and have relationship troubles, which are the fallout of his or her conduct while drinking.

Although dependency is not unheard of in college students, says Flynn, far more students are abusing alcohol without being dependent.
those students facing alcohol-related issues, such as depression, anxiety, and dependency and possible co-morbid issues, including alcohol abuse and prevention provide psychoeducational opportunities for students in groups or individually.

One of the most effective tools for reaching high-risk drinkers is motivational interviewing, a model focused on helping students examine their behavior and make better choices. Staff members at Virginia Tech’s Campus Center for Alcohol Abuse Prevention are poised at the forefront of awareness and education about drinking on college campuses.

“I won’t lie; we’re not where we need to be,” says Flynn. He notes that while the number of high-risk drinkers hasn’t changed over the past 10 years, the number of abstainers has increased from 15 to 30 percent.

The center’s goal is to reach high-risk drinkers through a harm-reduction model, which focuses less on eliminating underage drinking and more on education and skill building to help prevent DUs and hospital visits due to alcohol overdose or alcohol-related injuries and to reduce the frequency of hangovers and blackouts.

The center focuses on educating students in high-risk groups: first-year students, Greek students, athletes, and those students facing alcohol-related violations within the university’s judicial system. Additionally, it sponsors an online class called Alcohol-Wise that all freshmen must take or risk paying a fine at the end of the first semester.

While Cook Counseling Center is available for students to discuss a range of issues, including alcohol abuse and dependency and possible co-morbid issues, such as depression, anxiety, and bipolar disorder, professional staff members at the Center for Alcohol Abuse and Prevention provide psychoeducational activities, the center sponsors late-night events, such as its Acoustic Café, Gobbler Fest, and alcohol-free tailgates at the Cranwell International Center.

Striking up a conversation:
Changing social norms

“The No. 1 thing we can do is use an environmental approach beyond the individual, focus on the campus and surrounding area, focus on creating policies and laws, and on identifying over-serving of alcohol,” says Clarke. “It takes time to do that.”

“We keep that dialogue going. I think we’ll see a lot of progress.”

Unfortunately, says Spencer, the issue of high-risk drinking on college campuses isn’t just going to go away, and there’s no “magic bullet” solution for the problem. “Sometimes I think we’re just treading water to keep people from drowning, just to prevent it from being worse,” he says.

Flynn blames part of the problem on what he calls the “Animal House mentality” often present on college campuses. “Studies have shown that college students always overestimate the amount of alcohol their peers are drinking,” he says. When you help students to realize that their peers aren’t drinking as much as they think, they’re more likely to consider the immediate reward without reflecting on the negative consequences first.

Clarke notes the importance of not focusing just on the individual but also on the community. Staff members at the alcohol abuse and prevention center also maintain an alcohol hotline where individuals can report issues, along with a Meet Your Neighbor program. Both programs are meant to help students living off-campus to coexist peacefully with town residents without alcohol causing an issue.

To compete with alcohol-related activities, the center sponsors late-night events, such as its Acoustic Café, Gobbler Fest, and alcohol-free tailgates at the Cranwell International Center.

The dialogue about student drinking doesn’t just take place at the national or local level, notes Spencer. Some of the most important discussions take place at the kitchen table. “I think we’ve got to partner with parents and get parents to partner with us. So much of this begins at home,” he says.

“I really believe it has to be a community effort to educate students, to get them to look out for each other, to involve the community. We all have to be aware of the consequences of alcohol and talk to our children and work with alcohol establishments in the community to not serve past the point of intoxication.”

The dialogue about student drinking doesn’t just take place at the national or local level, notes Spencer. Some of the most important discussions take place at the kitchen table. “I think we’ve got to partner with parents and get parents to partner with us. So much of this begins at home,” he says.

“I really believe it has to be a community effort to educate students, to get them to look out for each other, to involve the community. We all have to be aware of the consequences of alcohol and talk to our children and work with alcohol establishments in the community to not serve past the point of intoxication.”

Taking on a symbolic name that stems from Greek mythology surrounding the purple stone—its name—the Amethyst Initiative is a coalition of college and university presidents and chancellors who’ve signed a contract stating that they are willing and ready to facilitate debate on their campuses about lowering the drinking age from 21 to 18.

Among those who’ve signed the initiative is Virginia Tech President Charles W. Steger. Steger does not view signing the initiative as an endorsement of lowering the drinking age, but rather as a means to open up discussion that could address solutions to high-risk drinking on college campuses.

“The time has come for us to have a serious dialogue about underage drinking on college campuses across America. This is a national problem and deserves national attention,” he says. “That is precisely why I signed the Amethyst Initiative, to spur a public discussion about how most effectively to decrease underage drinking, binge drinking, and drinking and driving in and around the campus community.”
College students + spring break = Fort Lauderdale, Fla., was the long-standing formula that inspired the 1960 coming-of-age movie *Where the Boys Are*. Set in sunny Fort Lauderdale, the movie mimicked the spring break fun of thousands of college students and established the ocean-side city as the national spring break headquarters. This annual pilgrimage regressed in the 1970s from *Where the Boys Are* to “where the cable shows are” and beaches brimming with debauchery free for the filming.

But a much different spring-break trend has grown steadily in popularity since the 1980s—spring breaks wherein students volunteer their time, muscle, and evolving expertise for the benefit of those in need.

At Virginia Tech, students are enthusiastically signing up in increasing numbers for alternative spring breaks through a variety of organizations, both on and off campus. This spring, students wanting to embrace the university’s motto, Ut Prosim (That I May Serve), traveled to destinations as nearby as Tennessee and as far away as Guatemala.

The university’s Center for Student Engagement and Community Partnerships (CSECP) plays a role, encouraging service; finding resources for volunteer projects; and providing assistance to students, staff, faculty, and community members.

“Because they are powerful learning experiences,” says CSECP Director James M. Dubinsky, “we want to support any and all organizations that conduct them.”

Last summer, CSECP was responsible for Virginia Tech’s selection as one of three universities to host an Alternate Break Citizenship School. This spring, students from both groups traveled on service breaks in March. Some participated in a Heifer Alternative Spring Break trip led by Susan Clark, associate professor of human nutrition, foods, and exercise in the College of Agriculture and Life Sciences. The trip to Perryville, Ark., allowed students to do service work for Heifer International, a nonprofit charitable organization dedicated to relieving global hunger and poverty.

“Not only did my experience expose me to principles and a value system which allow for sustainable solutions, but it helped to narrow my focus in the field of dietetics. I will be working with underserved families to improve their health by increasing their access to healthy and wholesome foods in ways that allow them to become [more productive] members of their communities,” says Stephanie Riviere, a senior dietetics major and former Heifer-break participant.

But these aren’t the only opportunities available to students wanting to fill their breaks with service rather than sun.

Engineers without Borders

The Virginia Tech chapter of Engineers without Borders USA partners with disadvantaged communities to improve their quality of life by implementing environmentally and economically sustainable engineering projects, while developing internationally responsible engineers and engineering students. This spring, an Engineers without Borders group traveled to Xix, Guatemala, to work on a water quality project for a boarding school. A second group journeyed to Verón, Dominican Republic, for a similar project to provide clean water for a school and a medical clinic.
Newman Community
Catholic Campus Ministry

Participation in the Newman Community Catholic Campus Ministry’s spring break service trips has doubled since last year. This year, the Newman Community sent 80 students to Mexico—Chicago, Ill.; Flint, Mich.; Memphis, Tenn.; and Mound Bayou, Miss., to work on a variety of projects.

“The projects we do are secondary to the relationships we build with the people of the area. These trips represent an opportunity to put a face on statistics or news stories of poverty,” says Theresa Hebert (psychology ’08), Newman Community development director. “We do not expect to fix a community’s social and economical problems in one week, but we do hope to come out of this experience with a renewed call to help wherever we can.”

YMCA Student Programs

The YMCA provides opportunities to develop leadership skills, experience civic engagement through volunteer service, and actively explore career options with engagement through volunteer service, and actively explore career options with experience through economic development partnerships and service around the world. The YMCA collaborates with Peacework to develop the college’s first two service-abroad projects.

CAUS Dean Jack Davis coordinated the 2009 spring break trip, dubbed a “workation,” with Tom Tillar, vice president for Alumni Relations. Tillar, Davis, a group of CAUS students and professors, and university alumni traveled to Punta Cana, a municipal district in La Altagracia, the easternmost province of the Dominican Republic. There, they constructed a playground for the Verón Primary School.

“The enthusiasm of the children on the last two days, as they could see the playground taking shape and when they finally got to scramble all over it, was overwhelming,” says Dean Bork, associate professor of landscape architecture, whose team of students sought input from village residents before designing the play park.

While many Holmes still take the opportunity to lie on beaches and recharge their batteries, increasing numbers are joining the ranks and traveling—not to where the boys are, but to where the needy are.

To view a YouTube video about alternative breaks at Virginia Tech, visit www.vt magazine.vt.edu/spring10/feature4.html.

In early 1966, changes loomed on the horizon for student government at Virginia Tech. Until then, the Virginia Tech Corps of Cadets had had its own governing body and elected its own presidents. In 1930, male civilian students countered with their own government and president. Not to be left out of the mix, female students in 1934 formed a women’s student union. Five years later, in a move to wrest some of the power from the corps, the civilian governments merged to form the Civilian Student body. But with the world around Blacksburg changing and the university’s civilian student population rapidly increasing, transformation of student government was inevitable. On April 19, 1966, the civilian and military student governments united under a single constitution, giving rise to today’s Student Government Association.

Serving in the ’60s

Serving as SGA president gives students the opportunity to make changes—some of them lasting. Ray Smoot (English ’69, MS education administration ’71), treasurer of Virginia Tech and chief operating officer of the Virginia Tech Foundation, remembers the changes to student government. “Marshall Hahn was president of the university at the time and had established a very aggressive plan to grow the size and scope of the university. I guess, as many students did, I got caught up in the excitement and I wanted to be a part of it.”

Smoot decided to campaign for the SGA presidency in 1968 with two goals in mind: to increase student involvement in the university governance system and to obtain official university recognition of fraternities and sororities. He became a driving force for the atmosphere of positive change throughout campus, and today’s Office of Fraternity and Sorority Life is evidence of his dedication and success.

“Serving as SGA president gave me a sense of being purposefully engaged in advancing Virginia Tech,” Smoot says. “It profoundly influenced the course of the rest of my life by virtue of going into university administration. It also reinforced for me a desire to be involved in the community, which I have done since then by serving on the boards of community organizations.”

“Serving as SGA president gave me a sense of being purposefully engaged in advancing Virginia Tech.”

Ray Smoot ’69, ’71

By Meghan Williams

From campus to community

From one of the first Student Government Association (SGA) presidents to serve Virginia Tech to its current president, a familiar sentiment spans the decades: serving cultivates a lifelong desire for community involvement.
An ‘80s president

“Serving as SGA president was really a defining moment in my life. It was my first real taste of leadership,” says Russell Thomas (political science ’85), president in 1984-85. Typically more into sports than student government, Thomas “got tired of hearing people talk but do nothing about their concerns. I decided I could do more in the game than on the sidelines,” he says about his motivation to join SGA. After serving as an SGA senator, he ran for president and won.

One of his greatest accomplishments during his SGA service was helping to establish a seat on the Virginia Tech Board of Visitors for an undergraduate student representative. Today, that position is highly sought after by some of the university’s top undergraduate students.

After completing law school and practicing in Tampa, Fla., for nearly a decade, Thomas is now president of a company in Jacksonville, Fla., that helps improve the healthcare delivery system. Thomas says, “I love Virginia Tech. I think a lot of that feeling comes from the fact that I gave back to others while I was there, and I developed a deep loyalty to the university as a consequence of my service.”

A ’90s leader

Just as Smoot and Thomas felt compelled to serve their peers, Missy Byrne Nelson (finance ’92) also aspired to make a difference as SGA president.

Arriving in Blacksburg from New Jersey in the late 1980s, Nelson didn’t know anyone. She decided to get involved with student government as a way to get better connected with the university and her classmates and was elected class president during her sophomore year. “Serving as class president got me hooked on the traditions of Virginia Tech and taught me so much about the history of the institution, but I wanted to be more involved in the current events throughout campus,” says Nelson. That’s when she decided to run for SGA president, and in 1991 she was elected.

During Nelson’s term, she became involved with the Order of the Gavel and worked to improve the representation of student organizations and college students. She also fostered friendships among the undergraduate and graduate student bodies.

Like her predecessors, Nelson’s position as SGA president offered her an opportunity to get to know university administrators. She credits them with helping her realize her potential and encouraging her to pursue a career in medicine, as well as teaching her the importance of community service. Today, Nelson is a pediatrician in Richmond, Va., and gives her time to numerous boards and councils.

21st century presidents

Sumeet Bagai was elected SGA president in 2005 and again in 2006. He is one of only two individuals in the university’s history to be elected to two consecutive terms. (David Baker served 1987-1989.)

Bagai (business management ’07) became involved with SGA as a first-year student and says that SGA quickly became a huge part of his life. “I think I knew when I ran for my first term that it was going to be a two-part mission. While I felt like I had a successful first term, I knew there was more I wanted to do and that I had more left to give to the university,” he says.

During his two terms of leadership, student involvement in SGA grew—as did its success. Relay for Life and The Big Event, two SGA-sponsored events, enticed more students to raise money and volunteer their time serving others. In 2005, Bagai was asked by university administrators to represent the SGA in creating and signing the Virginia Tech Principles of Community, a document that affirms the university’s commitment to create a welcoming community that nurtures learning and growth for all of its members. He has also been actively engaged in Hokies United and leads student efforts in serving those in need within and outside the university community.

Bagai is currently self-employed, a business decision for which he credits the SGA. “I knew as I evolved as an SGA president that I wanted to run my own company; I owe so much of who I am to SGA,” he says.

Brandon Carroll, a senior majoring in agricultural and applied economics in the College of Agriculture and Life Sciences, is Virginia Tech’s current SGA president. Like others before him, Carroll possesses a passion for service. His motivation to run for office was fueled by the university’s motto, Ut Prosim (That I May Serve). “Our motto is a powerful thing,” Carroll says. “As Hokies, it means that we put more into relationships than we receive, and we embrace that concept. Where else in my life am I going to be able to have a significant impact on thousands of people?”

What an opportunity and what a privilege!”

Carroll, whose term as SGA president ends this spring, says he’s been humbled by the experience. It has allowed him to realize his calling in life, he says, which is to positively impact the lives of those around him. “Whatever my future holds, I know that my experience in SGA will help me.”

Throughout the history of SGA, its presidents have become life leaders, and their love of service transcends campus to become a lifelong love of community. As SGA presidents have shown over the decades, the value of SGA involvement at Virginia Tech extends beyond an ordinary college experience, helping these student leaders to become citizens who embody the spirit of Hokie service.

Meghan Williams is the communications manager for the Division of Student Affairs.
Can a rock have spirit?

Some would argue that Hokie Stone contributes to—perhaps even serves as a foundation of—Hokie Spirit. The native limestone, mined at the university’s own quarry, has defined the campus scene for more than a hundred years. The rocks have become so integral to the aura of Virginia Tech that the board of visitors decreed in the mid-1990s that all buildings constructed in the central campus thenceforth must be clad in Hokie Stone.

History of its use

Campus use of these limestone slabs dates back to the late 1800s, when alumni donated money to construct a building on campus for the YMCA, which advised and counseled students and provided them with social activities. The cornerstone was laid on June 20, 1899. Richmond architect W. F. West designed the facility, known today as the Performing Arts Building. West produced a Romanesque-inspired design clad in rough limestone, which proved to be popular with President John McBryde (1891-1907) and his faculty, who called the material “our native limestone.”

In 1905, the first building was erected that reflected the university’s prevailing neo-Gothic architectural style. Plans for the Chapel, which later became the college library, called for a brick exterior, but difficulty in securing the bricks led builders to use easily accessible limestone instead. By then, Tech had located limestone deposits on campus—in the area where Derring and Cowgill Halls now stand—where it quarried dark gray stone, called “black limestone.” Another native-limestone-clad building, Price Hall, was completed in 1907. Still, most buildings were brick and reflected Victorian styles. McBryde’s successor, Joseph D. Eggleston (1913-19), compared them to “poverty-stricken textile mills” and convinced the board of visitors to hire the architectural firm Carneal and Johnston to develop a plan for campus structures based on the Gothic style of architecture prevalent at European universities.

The first resulting building, the McBryde Building of Mechanic Arts, completed in 1917 and razed in 1966, was constructed of native limestone and became the prototype for numerous buildings that followed, including Burruss Hall.
Formation and transformation

Some 300 million years old, Hokie Stone is unique to the Appalachian region of Virginia, Tennessee, and Alabama. Technically a Chepultepec and Kingsport Formation dolomite, which is rich in calcium and magnesium, this sedimentary rock began to emerge at the end of the Paleozoic Age, when the continental drift forced the coastal plains of Africa and North America to collide, creating wrinkled layers of faults and folds. As natural forces pushed these layers near the earth’s surface, they formed the stone so popular in the Hokie Nation.

The rock’s varied colors—yellows, grays, browns, blacks, and maroons, among others—resulted from different conditions present when the stone was formed. Pinkish tones found in older dolomites resulted from arid, desert-like climates, while darker gray and black stones reflect their creation in swampy and wetter conditions.

Several sites for the limestone exist in the Blacksburg region. In 1975, the Virginia Tech Foundation purchased a 38-acre quarry that had been in operation since 1958 and added 10 more acres in 2007. Located within the Blacksburg town limits, the quarry provides 80 percent of the Hokie Stones used on new campus buildings. To get variations in color, the university purchases the remaining 20 percent from a farm in Montgomery County.

Workers at the quarry use a relatively quiet explosive to fracture the shelf-like

Above: Several sites for the limestone exist in the Blacksburg region. In 1975, the Virginia Tech Foundation purchased a 38-acre quarry that had been in operation since 1958 and added 10 more acres in 2007. Right: A passageway through Eggleston Hall reflects the merging of Hokie Stone with neo-Gothic architecture.
Donations pave the way for 4-H welcome center

BY ALBERT RABOTEAU

Each year, thousands of young people attend programs at the W.E. Skelton 4-H Educational Conference Center at Smith Mountain Lake.

One reason they go is obvious. Who wouldn’t want to spend time on a beautiful, 120-acre property that offers boating, horseback riding, robotics, and other exciting activities? But another reason is that the programs are affordable.

Skelton 4-H center officials are able to charge campers just half of what it actually costs to provide camp programs because the center also has revenue from a donor-supported endowment and from groups that book conferences at the facility when camp is not in session.

“The conference business allows us to stay true to why we are here, which is to help 4-H camping,” says Roger Ellmore, the center’s executive director.

Now that business is poised to grow, thanks to donors who have contributed more than $1.6 million toward construction of a 7,200-square-foot welcome center. When it opens in 2011, the new building will make the 4-H center, located in Wirtz, Va., even more attractive to people looking for a site for conferences, retreats, or weddings.

Officials say that increasing their conference business is not only important because of the revenue it brings in directly, but also because of the visibility it gives the center, which helps in fundraising overall.

The 4-H center is named for William E. Skelton, a former director of the state’s 4-H program and dean of Extension at Virginia Tech, who died in 2008. Much of the cost of the new building will be covered by an estate gift he made.

“My father was all about giving people, especially youth, an opportunity that they might not otherwise have had to better themselves. I wanted to be a part of this effort,” says John Skelton, who serves on the center’s board and also donated generously toward the project.

“I am excited about this project because it will help to enhance the center even more for this region,” says Garnett Smith, who, along with his wife, Patsey, made a significant donation to the project. Smith has served on the center’s board for more than 30 years.

Board member John Montague and his wife, Jean Skelton Montague, William E. Skelton’s daughter, contributed substantial funding as well. “In the spirit of giving, we are hoping that our contributions, as well as my brother’s, will help to enrich the lives of our youth and to continue the exceptional work being done at the 4-H Center at Smith Mountain Lake,” Jean says.

To learn more about the W.E. Skelton 4-H Educational Conference Center at Smith Mountain Lake, including naming opportunities in its welcome center, call Doug McAlister at 540/231-6913.

Albert Raboteau is a writer for University Development.

Architect’s rendering of 7,200-square-foot welcome center (rendering courtesy of Interactive Design Group of Roanoke)
To hear the story of Debbie Hersman (political science and international studies ’93) is like hearing the classic Robert Frost poem brought to life: time and again, Hersman has seized opportunities set in front of her, not fearing to take her own path and see where it would lead.

Now the current chairman of the National Transportation Safety Board (NTSB), Hersman is prepared to face disaster at the drop of a hat. She always has a suitcase packed, her Blackberry at her side. Should a transportation accident occur in the U.S., Hersman is prepared to be at the airport and at an accident site within hours, regardless of where she’s heading in the United States. Once on the scene, she acts as the spokesperson for the investigation while other NTSB staff members probe the contributing factors of the incident.

When Hersman is the NTSB on-call board member at an accident site, she serves as the agency’s spokesperson, while NTSB staff members probe contributing factors to the accident.

For Hersman, the courage to embrace these opportunities has truly made all the difference. She finds that the agency is able to meet any challenge it faces because of the quality of the staff and the organization’s mission. “Part of leadership and management is relying on the team around you. I work for a great agency full of talented people; we have a good mission. Any challenges pale in comparison to the positives.”

When Hersman reflects on her years at Virginia Tech, she recalls most vividly attending football games and visiting the Duck Pond with the man who would become her husband. And, of course, she can’t forget those professors who set her world on fire. “I always loved going to class, being surrounded by so many intelligent people—not just my professors, but my peers as well,” says Hersman. She remembers most the professors who posed the most interesting or challenging questions and those who had the most interactive teaching styles.

And, like so many alumni, she cannot forget those long, cold walks across the Drillfield to get to class.

Hersman entered Virginia Tech with her major undecided; she graduated four years later with two majors and three minors. Her time at Tech was full—semesters loaded to the brim with courses to meet the requirements for her majors and minors and plenty of extracurriculars. As a freshman, she even worked in Shultz dining hall.

“Taking that path has made all the difference,” recalls Hersman, who first began as an unpaid intern in Wise’s office the summer after her sophomore year at Tech. She enjoyed it so much that she returned for a paid internship the following summer. After graduation, she began working for Wise full time. She credits that time with preparing her for her current line of work.

When acting as an on-call board member for the agency, Hersman is prepared to be at the airport and at an accident site within hours, regardless of where she’s heading in the United States. Once on the scene, she acts as the spokesperson for the investigation while other NTSB staff members probe the contributing factors of the incident. The agency, which consists of 400 staff members and five board members, is responsible for overseeing and conducting investigations related to transportation accidents, making recommendations for safety improvements based upon those findings, and reporting annually to Congress. Board members are on call for one week at a time, prepared to reach an accident scene as swiftly as possible.

President Barack Obama nominated Hersman to serve as board chair in June 2009. Following confirmation by the Senate, she was sworn in on July 28, 2009, as the board’s 12th chair. She has been a board member since June 21, 2004.

When Hersman is the NTSB on-call board member at an accident site, she serves as the agency’s spokesperson, while NTSB staff members probe contributing factors to the accident. She has been a board member since June 21, 2004.

For Hersman, the courage to embrace these opportunities has truly made all the difference.
Gifts-in-kind spur education and research

BY ALBERT RABOTEAU

Greg Jannaman (mechanical engineering ’09) had to go through five interviews and give a technical presentation to land his spot in the engineering leadership program at National Instruments, a company that, for Jannaman, has consistently listed as one of the nation’s 100 best places to work.

Fortunately for Jannaman, he was unusually well prepared. During his senior year, he led an undergraduate team that designed a laser-based navigation system that allows blind drivers to steer a dune buggy around a road course.

Several companies, including National Instruments, donated the equipment that made it possible for the Blind Driver Challenge team to complete a working prototype.

Jannaman calls the exercise “the most valuable experience I had in college by far” and says it helped prepare him for the job at National Instruments. “I was kind of worried during my interviews that I was talking about it too much,” Jannaman says of his work with the Blind Driver Challenge team, “but not only was it a technically applicable experience with my product, it showed leadership.”

National Instruments is one of many companies that have made significant gifts-in-kind—donations of software, equipment, or other valuable materials—that benefit students and faculty at Virginia Tech.

Without such donations, many projects simply would not be possible. For example, gifts-in-kind totaling more than $2 million have gone into a hybrid electric vehicle that students are entering in the North America EcoCAR challenge—gifts ranging from the vehicle itself, an SUV from General Motors, to $87,000 worth of parts from battery manufacturer A123 Systems.

“We need the commitment from the major competition sponsors along with local sponsors to be able to do a prototype vehicle,” says Lynn Gantt (mechanical engineering ’09), who worked as a graduate research assistant and will start an internship with General Motors in June.

Andrew McCoy, an assistant professor of building construction in the College of Architecture and Urban Studies, says gifts-in-kind were also crucial for the Lumenhaus team, which designed an 800-square-foot solar house full of energy-saving equipment.

“Without contributions, I just think we would have been limited [in our design],” says McCoy, a core faculty advisor for the project. “Donations let us be able to push as many envelopes as we could … and that’s a real nice thing to do.”

Sixty-five companies from a wide range of industries were involved in the Lumenhaus project, which gave many team members an opportunity to interact with professionals in their field, McCoy adds.

Gifts-in-kind are also invaluable to the Joseph F. Ware Jr. Advanced Engineering Lab. Dewey Spangler manages the lab, a 10,000-square-foot facility where many undergraduate engineering teams, including the Blind Driver Challenge crew, work on their projects. He says corporations are eager to support student design teams “because the students who are trained here at Ware Lab go out into the engineering professions ready to design, ready to be productive in the workplace.”

From a recruiting standpoint, it’s to a company’s advantage to get its equipment into the hands of students who could not otherwise access it. “If we could generate enough interest there at Virginia Tech in using some of our software, it would make sense for us to then recruit those users already familiar with our applications. That would be a real benefit to us,” says Matt Heric (Ph.D. educational research ’96), CEO of IAVO Research and Scientific.

IAVO donated 125 licenses for its GeoGenesis image processing software, which would have cost more than $3.8 million to buy outright. The software was designed to help the Department of Defense target weapons but is also useful in a wide range of geographic-information-systems applications.

Though companies may reap some benefits from their donations, that is not the only reason they give. Executives often say that supporting education is a worthwhile goal in itself. “In our collective mind here [at IAVO], we’ve got the philosophy that if the school can use the software and it helps them fulfill their mission to the students, then go for it,” says Heric.

Another perk for companies is that such donations help establish relationships with researchers whose work could help industry, says John Hole, an associate professor of geosciences in the College of Science. His department has received both software licenses and geological data sets that could be used in research with implications for energy exploration.

“None of us are finding oil here in academia, but we’re doing work that is closely related,” Hole says. “We’re either using the same tools in [geological] imaging, which is what I do, or are looking at layering of sediments in marine or river environments, which is what a couple of other professors in this department do. We are able to use similar tools in our own research problems, whether that is data sets or software.”

Visit www.campaign.vt.edu/connect for more stories on how donations are helping Virginia Tech invent the future.

Albert Raboteau is a writer for University Development.
Graduation can mean leaving Blacksburg, but it doesn’t necessarily mean saying goodbye to Virginia Tech.

Virginia Tech’s Outreach and International Affairs operates five commonwealth campus centers, placed strategically around the state: the Richmond, Roanoke, and Hampton Roads centers; Reynolds Homestead in Critz; and the Southwest Virginia Center in Abington. For those seeking formal education, the centers’ programs can lead to certifications or even graduate degrees. Other offerings can help people start businesses, get ahead in the workplace, or simply pursue learning for the fun of it.

Roanoke Center
Situated on the seventh floor of the Roanoke Higher Education Center, the Virginia Tech Roanoke Center is within easy walking distance of the downtown market area’s bustling restaurants and shops.

The Roanoke Center serves a diverse constituency. Business leaders can learn and also share their expertise in the bimonthly Business Forum series of workshops held October through May. Students seeking entry to MBA programs can take a GMAT (graduate management admission test) preparation course. And members of the community can sit in on Virginia Tech faculty members’ first-Friday research presentations, while individuals age 50 or older can take noncredit courses for a nominal fee.

A 22-station computer classroom features upgraded technology and on-site technical support. But the center is down to earth as well. It is the home of VT Earthworks, a regional center that nurtures businesses springing up in agriculture and natural resources.

Richmond Center
The Richmond Center can customize programming to fit clients’ needs and can offer programs at the center, on site at the corporate location, online, or using video conferencing. Engineers, architects, business and public administrators, technical professionals—all can find courses relevant to their fields.

The center offers a number of graduate degrees, including a doctorate in educational leadership and policy studies and master’s degrees in both public and business administration. In several engineering disciplines, and in information and instructional technology, Licensure courses for teachers are also part of the mix.

The Richmond Center is also known for helping professionals build a solid foundation for their careers through its series of human-development workshops that not only help with teambuilding but also home in on the all-important workplace skills of self-awareness and social awareness. Topics include leadership development; communication; and the Myers-Briggs Type Indicator, which identifies personality types and their preferred work styles.

Southwest Center
Housed at the Southwest Virginia Higher Education Center in historic Abingdon, the Virginia Tech Southwest Center hosts a number of programs popular with alumni.

Each spring, alumni sponsor an event at the center that features a presentation by a noted historian, often James I. “Bud” Robertson Jr., Alumni Distinguished Professor and executive director of Virginia Tech’s Virginia Center for Civil War Studies. More than 200 people attend.

Another annual spring program, which has become a favorite among alumni educators, is the School Law Update seminar presented by David Alexander, chair of educational leadership and policy studies at Virginia Tech. Alumni also attend and act as instructors for the center’s annual Summer STEM Institute, which updates statewide educators from throughout the state on science, technology, engineering, and mathematics education.

Additionally, the center hosts meetings of the Virginia Tech Southwest Virginia Alumni Association. Each year in April, the center and the association, joined by the East Tennessee alumni chapter and the local Johnston Memorial Hospital Blood Bank, sponsor a blood drive in Abingdon.

The Southwest Center also offers year-round graduate and certificate programs, workshops, seminars, and training programs in a variety of fields.

Hampton Roads Center
The Hampton Roads Center in Virginia Beach serves a large regional population with graduate programs. The Educational Leadership and Policy Studies Program offers courses for educators in such subjects as advanced school law, educational administration, advanced school finance, community and interagency collaboration, and delivery of instructional services.

Another popular program is the distance-learning Commonwealth Graduate Engineering Program, sponsored by Virginia Tech and four other state universities. Through the center, alumni can earn master’s degrees from Tech in civil and environmental, electrical and computer, or industrial and systems engineering.

In partnership with the Green Jobs Alliance and Greener Academia, which will make available a comprehensive package of programs aimed at creating green jobs and practices in the hospitality, construction, and agriculture industries.

Reynolds Homestead
Situated in Patrick County, Reynolds Homestead features the Rock Spring Plantation House, constructed in 1843 and a fully restored registered state and national landmark, and a continuing education center, both operated by Outreach and International Affairs. The College of Natural Resources operates a 780-acre Forest Resources Research Center at the site.

Richmond Center hosts programs throughout the year. Upcoming events include:

❖ weekend tours of Rock Spring Plantation House, April through October
❖ the College for Older Adults, with classes ranging from hiking and fitness to legal issues for seniors, April 19 through May 27
❖ the Spring Frolic on May 1, featuring dance and musical performances, arts-and-crafts displays, and programs by the Virginia Museum of Fine Arts in July
❖ the 10th annual showcase of Bull Mountain artists in June
❖ a traveling exhibit of the Virginia Museum of Fine Arts in July

For more information about the commonwealth campus centers, visit www.outreach.vt.edu and click the links to individual center websites.

Andrea Brunais is the communications manager for Outreach and International Affairs (OIA), and Liz Crumbley is an OIA writer.
Hokie Day in Richmond provides alumni, students, and other members of the university community with an opportunity to update state legislators on Virginia Tech and to seek their continued support. Since 2003, the Virginia Tech Corps of Cadets (VTCC) has joined fellow Hokies for the special event.

Funding for the VTCC comes from a unique military appropriations line in the state budget that covers both Virginia Military Institute (VMI) and Tech’s corps. In December 2002, the governor submitted a budget that left VMI funding intact but reduced VTCC funding by 50 percent in fiscal year 2004 and 100 percent the following fiscal year, threatening the viability of Virginia Tech’s longest standing tradition. Concerned, in-state alumni rallied in support of the corps, and legislators fully restored the funding. Since then, the focus of the corps during Hokie Day has been to seek their continued support. Since then, the focus of the corps during Hokie Day has been to seek their continued support. Since then, the focus of the corps during Hokie Day has been to seek their continued support.

Three cadets, Peter Lacledes, Ashley Shepherd, and Christopher Nimmo, traveled to Richmond on Feb. 3 for Hokie Day 2010. There they met with their representatives and the newly elected governor, Bob McDonnell. They also mingled with numerous corps alumni who traveled to Richmond to support the corps that day, giving cadets, past and present, an opportunity to work together for a common goal.

Lacledes, the spring semester regimental commander, attended Bishop Ireton High School in Alexandria, Va., which gave him something to talk about with McDonnell, an alumnus of the same high school. Lacledes has held numerous cadet leadership positions and will commission in May as an Air Force intelligence officer.

Shepherd, the current Regimental S-2 after being the Golf Company commander last fall, has attended several specialized Army training courses and was a member of the winning ROTC team in the Army 10-Miler for the past two years. She will commission as an Army intelligence officer in May.

Nimmo is a civilian-track cadet and serves as the recruiting officer on regimental staff. He has also been a member of the Student Alumni Association, the cadet member-at-large for the Class of 2010 Ring Committee, and the Student Government Association representative for VPI Company. Nimmo will graduate in May with a major in political science and minors in history and leadership.

Even with all of the leadership experience of these cadets, Hokie Day 2010 proved to be a learning tool, giving them an opportunity to witness—and to be a part of—democracy in action at the state level.

Col. Rock Roszak ’71, USAF (ret.), is the alumni director for the Virginia Tech Corps of Cadets.

Commentary

A lot has changed in the 135 years since the first dozen graduates of Virginia Tech—then Virginia Agricultural and Mechanical College (VAMC)—established the university’s first Alumni Association in 1875. Thankfully, they understood that even a small college needed their moral support and advocacy. There was no Hokie Stone, no orange and maroon, no Ut Prosim motto, no football team, and no class ring to bind them. But there were important friendships with students and faculty and a fondness for the little town of Blacksburg that had been part of their lives during those past few years.

The students felt a sense of obligation to represent their school admirably and to make sure it continued to attract others to share the experiences that had shaped them. They understood that other colleges had alumni associations, and they knew that VAMC still needed them after they left the campus and town. And so, a new alumni association was born. Little did they know that they were creating an entity that would have a profound impact on their career and give rise to activities and fundraising that would help shape the school’s future. Now, 135 years later, we thank those first 12 who carved an important tradition in the foundation of what would become the Virginia Tech we know today.

Just over 50 years after the beginning of VAMC, the first woman joined the alumni ranks, followed soon thereafter by four more. That, too, was an important milestone. Today, men and women from diverse cultural and ethnic backgrounds comprise the alumni family, which, in 2007, first broke through the 200,000 mark of living alumni.

This loyal family continues to shape Virginia Tech in numerous ways. Certainly, alumni are committed through their philanthropic support, but they also advance Tech’s spirit, mission, and quality.

In 2010, we pause to observe an anniversary that marks the many contributions made by the members and leaders of the Alumni Association for those past 135 years. You may read more about the achievements and impact of the association in the following timeline and article.

Many alumni have left their own marks on Virginia Tech’s path to greatness since those earliest days in the 1870s. But perhaps the greatest was made by those first 12 alumni, who believed that it was essential to create an association that would always serve and watch over their alma mater.

Tom Tillar
President for Alumni Relations

A stylized version of the original 1913 gateway pictured in upper right.
Celebrating 135 years:
An Alumni Association built on volunteer service and generous support

BY TOM TILLAR ’69

Built on 135 years of service and support by the university’s graduates, the Alumni Association has a powerful legacy. Addison Caldwell, first student to enroll in 1872, was elected secretary for the association, which had commenced in 1875, the year before he graduated. Although not documented, it is interesting to speculate about what those early graduates sensed was the purpose for this new association. They saw value in having a way to connect to each other and to their fledging alma mater.

Accumulating and maintaining accurate alumni addresses was a priority for early Alumni Association leaders. No one at the college assumed that role, so alumni volunteers accepted the responsibility. Perhaps the most significant leaders of the early association emerged after the first 25 years: J.S.A. Johnson 1898 and H.H. Hill 1904, who developed the first systematic alumni records program. Modest annual alumni dues of $1, later raised to $3, were established to designate active alumni.

Helping address the needs of the college was an important mission of the Alumni Association. Since no campus facility even resembled a traditional student center, Alumni Association leaders initiated a campaign to raise funds to erect a YMCA building to serve that purpose. Donations totaled $20,729, and the cornerstone was laid at the project’s completion in June 1899. The Y building, still used today, was the first campus structure constructed of locally quarried limestone.

A campaign, begun in 1919, funded construction of the War Memorial Gym, completed in 1926. The facility provided the first office for the newly appointed alumni secretary, Henry B. “Puss” Redd ’19. The association adopted its first articles of incorporation in 1924, leading the way for professional staffing. Alumni chapters and a homecoming day also first appeared in the early 1920s.

Following World War II, the association raised funds to construct the War Memorial and Chapel. Planning and fund-raising began in 1945; construction commenced in 1951. The memorial was dedicated in 1960, with Maj. Gen. W. Thomas Rice ’34, association president, presiding. A modern refurbishment effort, also led by the Alumni Association, concluded with a rededication ceremony in 2000, with Rice serving as the honored guest speaker.

Volunteer leaders of the Alumni Association developed the first fundraising initiatives for Virginia Tech. The Alumni Loyalty Fund provided money to operate the association, as well as to support students and faculty. In the early 1970s, two endowments were created to commemorate the university’s centennial. Alumni Presidential Scholarship funds provided merit scholarships to students. Endowed funds for Alumni Distinguished Professorships (ADP) were the first to assist distinguished faculty members with supplements to their university salaries. Approximately 10 professors hold the ADP title at any one time. With the help of the board of visitors and alumni leaders, other organizations were formed to strengthen private support of the university. The Virginia Tech Foundation, established in 1948, provides a repository for gifts to benefit the university and manages endowments and other invested funds. Today, the foundation’s assets are approximately $1 billion. The Student Aid Association, today’s Virginia Tech Athletic Fund, was created in 1950 to support grant-in-aid scholarships for athletes. In 1962, it established a system of Hokie Clubs to cultivate and solicit support. In 1991, the Alumni Association created an endowment for its programs that has grown to $4 million.

Voluntary support for the association comes through the university’s Annual Fund as a gift designation to the Virginia Tech Foundation for “Alumni Programs,” or the “Alumni Association.” The programs of the Alumni Association range from maintaining records for more than 200,000 living alumni to overseeing programs that involve alumni in the life of the university.

Alumni Gateway constructed at today’s intersection of Main Street and College Avenue, where campus main entrance is located (in early version of that gateway is replicated at entrance to Holstein Alumni Center)

Campus begins by Alumni Association to construct War Memorial Gym to honor alumni linked in WWH

Alumni Association officially incorporated as a charitable nonprofit; first Alumni Register news periodical published

Gym opened and dedicated, and first alumni staff office housed in it; Henry B. “Puss” Redd ’19 hired as first professional “alumni secretary”

First Homecoming Day designated for alumni by the association

First Alumni Association chapter established

Association begins campaign to construct War Memorial and Chapel (officially dedicated in 1980 in honor of alumni killed in WWII)

Alumni Association Old Guard established for all alumni who have graduated 50 years or more

Alumni staff offices moved from War Memorial Gym to Burruss Hall

University’s centennial year Alumni Association establishes first student merit scholarship endowment for first faculty professorship in endowment

Student Alumni Association created

Alumni offices moved to Alumni Hall using Don Ahlstrom Brown Center

Groundbreaking for the YMCA building, first campaign for a campus construction project by the Alumni Association

Alumni Gateway constructed at today’s intersection of Main Street and College Avenue, where campus main entrance is located (in early version of that gateway is replicated at entrance to Holstein Alumni Center)

Campus begins by Alumni Association to construct War Memorial Gym to honor alumni linked in WWH

Alumni Association officially incorporated as a charitable nonprofit; first Alumni Register news periodical published

Gym opened and dedicated, and first alumni staff office housed in it; Henry B. “Puss” Redd ’19 hired as first professional “alumni secretary”

First Homecoming Day designated for alumni by the association

First Alumni Association chapter established

Association begins campaign to construct War Memorial and Chapel (officially dedicated in 1980 in honor of alumni killed in WWII)

Alumni Association Old Guard established for all alumni who have graduated 50 years or more

Alumni staff offices moved from War Memorial Gym to Burruss Hall

University’s centennial year Alumni Association establishes first student merit scholarship endowment for first faculty professorship in endowment

Student Alumni Association created

Alumni offices moved to Alumni Hall using Don Ahlstrom Brown Center

Alumni Gateway constructed at today’s intersection of Main Street and College Avenue, where campus main entrance is located (in early version of that gateway is replicated at entrance to Holstein Alumni Center)

Campus begins by Alumni Association to construct War Memorial Gym to honor alumni linked in WWH

Alumni Association officially incorporated as a charitable nonprofit; first Alumni Register news periodical published

Gym opened and dedicated, and first alumni staff office housed in it; Henry B. “Puss” Redd ’19 hired as first professional “alumni secretary”

First Homecoming Day designated for alumni by the association

First Alumni Association chapter established

Association begins campaign to construct War Memorial and Chapel (officially dedicated in 1980 in honor of alumni killed in WWII)

Alumni Association Old Guard established for all alumni who have graduated 50 years or more

Alumni staff offices moved from War Memorial Gym to Burruss Hall

University’s centennial year Alumni Association establishes first student merit scholarship endowment for first faculty professorship in endowment

Student Alumni Association created

Alumni offices moved to Alumni Hall using Don Ahlstrom Brown Center

Burruss Hall lighting was a class gift; many classes have made senior class and reunion gifts.

HIGHLIGHTS

Celebrating 135 years:
An Alumni Association built on volunteer service and generous support

BY TOM TILLAR ’69

Built on 135 years of service and support by the university’s graduates, the Alumni Association has a powerful legacy. Addison Caldwell, first student to enroll in 1872, was elected secretary for the association, which had commenced in 1875, the year before he graduated. Although not documented, it is interesting to speculate about what those early graduates sensed was the purpose for this new association.

They saw value in having a way to connect to each other and to their fledging alma mater.

Accumulating and maintaining accurate alumni addresses was a priority for early Alumni Association leaders. No one at the college assumed that role, so alumni volunteers accepted the responsibility. Perhaps the most significant leaders of the early association emerged after the first 25 years: J.S.A. Johnson 1898 and H.H. Hill 1904, who developed the first systematic alumni records program. Modest annual alumni dues of $1, later raised to $3, were established to designate active alumni.

Helping address the needs of the college was an important mission of the Alumni Association. Since no campus facility even resembled a traditional student center, Alumni Association leaders initiated a campaign to raise funds to erect a YMCA building to serve that purpose. Donations totaled $20,729, and the cornerstone was laid at the project’s completion in June 1899. The Y building, still used today, was the first campus structure constructed of locally quarried limestone.

A campaign, begun in 1919, funded construction of the War Memorial Gym, completed in 1926. The facility provided the first office for the newly appointed alumni secretary, Henry B. “Puss” Redd ’19. The association adopted its first articles of incorporation in 1924, leading the way for professional staffing. Alumni chapters and a homecoming day also first appeared during the 1920s.

Following World War II, the association raised funds to construct the War Memorial and Chapel. Planning and fund-raising began in 1945; construction commenced in 1951. The memorial was dedicated in 1960, with Maj. Gen. W. Thomas Rice ’34, association president, presiding. A modern refurbishment effort, also led by the Alumni Association, concluded with a rededication ceremony in 2000, with Rice serving as the honored guest speaker.

Volunteer leaders of the Alumni Association developed the first fundraising initiatives for Virginia Tech. The Alumni Loyalty Fund provided money to operate the association, as well as to support students and faculty. In the early 1970s, two endowments were created to commemorate the university’s centennial. Alumni Presidential Scholarship funds provided merit scholarships to students. Endowed funds for Alumni Distinguished Professorships (ADP) were the first to assist distinguished faculty members with supplements to their university salaries. Approximately 10 professors hold the ADP title at any one time.

With the help of the board of visitors and alumni leaders, other organizations were formed to strengthen private support of the university. The Virginia Tech Foundation, established in 1948, provides a repository for gifts to benefit the university and manages endowments and other invested funds. Today, the foundation’s assets are approximately $1 billion. The Student Aid Association, today’s Virginia Tech Athletic Fund, was created in 1950 to support grant-in-aid scholarships for athletes. In 1962, it established a system of Hokie Clubs to cultivate and solicit support. In 1991, the Alumni Association created an endowment for its programs that has grown to $4 million.

Voluntary support for the association comes through the university’s Annual Fund as a gift designation to the Virginia Tech Foundation for “Alumni Programs,” or the “Alumni Association.” The programs of the Alumni Association range from maintaining records for more than 200,000 living alumni to overseeing programs that involve alumni in the life of the university.
In addition to the 135th anniversary of the Alumni Association, this year also marks the 20th anniversary of a popular event: Summer Around the Drillfield. Plan to come back to Virginia Tech July 22-24 to get a close look at research and other endeavors on campus and to experience some of the New River Valley’s outdoor attractions. Summer Around the Drillfield invites alumni to attend a family-friendly event and to take a peek at the ever-changing face of the university’s campus.

To celebrate the 20th anniversary, the Alumni Association has gathered presenters from all academic colleges. Faculty will share their expertise in actual laboratories or work settings. The presentations will be appropriate for both children and adults, and some will include an interactive component.

The afternoons will be open, allowing attendees to choose from a wide variety of outdoor activities, including a round of golf at the newly renovated Pete Dye River Course or the on-campus course, tubing on the New River, or hiking to popular sites. Evenings provide further opportunities to socialize, with a Henderson Lawn outdoor concert and a themed dinner on the final night.

Don’t miss this special 20th anniversary of Summer Around the Drillfield. For a more detailed look at the schedule of events and to register, visit our website at www.alumni.vt.edu/reunion/index.html.

HIGHLIGHTS

1914
Formerly independent Alumni Association becomes part of university’s Alumni Relations, and position of vice president for Alumni Relations established; a merged annual fund begins operating through University Development

1951
Alumni Association assumes responsibility for class officer and class ring traditions

1962
Alumni Association launches fund for new alumni and community center; Alumni Association begins staffing constituency alumni relations programs for academic colleges

2005
Alumni Association opens 200,000 living alumni in its membership database

2010
Alumni Association celebrates 125 years of service to the university and fifth anniversary of its permanent home in Holtzman Center; Alumni Association will publish 12th edition of official alumni directory

Holtzman Alumni Center’s grand hall

The alumni chapter program has grown to 143 chapters around the world (at least 11 are located abroad). These chapters are open to all alumni and do not require membership dues.

Peer associations have recognized Tech’s association for its constituency-relations program. The association has a staff member in each of the university’s colleges, as well as multicultural and corps of cadets alumni programs. These operations complement the reunions organized by graduation class year, special student organizations, and athletic teams.

Under the Hokie Nation Serves initiative, Tech alumni annually perform thousands of hours of community service through chapter-organized efforts. Tech’s alumni even serve abroad, such as the service recently performed in the Dominican Republic by alumni in collaboration with students and faculty from the College of Architecture and Urban Studies.

This year also marks the fifth anniversary of the Holtzman Alumni Center, which has received tens of thousands of visitors since opening in 2005. Perhaps the most popular stop for visitors is the Alumni Museum, which features memorabilia spanning 138 years of university history. The Alumni Center was headquarters for the media during the week of April 16, 2007, and it displays some of the more than 88,000 pieces of memorabilia sent to campus from all over the world following the tragedy.

The Alumni Association’s accomplishments have been made possible only through the creativity and energy of many alumni who have generously volunteered their time and talents to make Virginia Tech a better university.
It’s no surprise that Virginia Tech alumni remain actively connected to the university, whether through reading alumni communications or attending sporting or social events. More and more Virginia Tech alumni are also sustaining rich academic connections to their alma mater via online educational opportunities offered through the university’s Office of Distance Learning and Summer Sessions. One such alumna is Lavonda Perkins (business and information technology ’06, M.A. instructional technology ’09).

“I knew I wanted to go to graduate school as soon as I finished my undergraduate degree at Tech and thought it would be really convenient to take the courses online,” says Perkins, who enrolled in the online instructional technology master of arts program.”I also wanted to go to Virginia Tech for graduate school because of its strong academic program and reputation.”

Freedom and convenience are some of the most appealing attributes of Virginia Tech’s online programs, and these factors allowed Perkins to stay on course with her studies while moving three times for her job. “I’ve grown not only academically in regards to instructional design but have also become even more aware of the importance of education,” notes Perkins, who will be putting her master’s degree to work by developing eLearning strategies in the field of corporate training.

Perkins says her online educational experience fits perfectly within her lifestyle, citing it for helping her to polish her time-management skills. “My suggestion to anyone who is considering an online degree program is to plan, plan, plan!”

Virginia Tech Online, the gateway to the university’s eLearning offerings, serves as a one-stop-shop for applying, registering, and selecting courses from anywhere in the world. Visit www.vto.vt.edu today to review all of Virginia Tech’s current eLearning offerings, or call 866/791-4898.

Have alumni travel your way to experience a adventure!

**Provence: Aix-en-Provence**
June 1-9: $2,790*
Enjoy historic Aix-en-Provence as you take a private tour of Chateau d’Arnaon. Take in the majestic sights, and see the Roman Empire come alive during a visit to the historic monuments of Arles and Pont du Gard.

**Tuscany: Cortona**
June 23-July 1: $2,590*
Experience Tuscany firsthand. Walk the cobbled streets of Eturscan Cortona, discover the art, architecture, cuisine, and culture of one of Italy’s most beloved regions.

**Canadian Maritimes**
July 14-23: $3,420*
Immerse yourself in the culture and history of the Canadian Maritimes as you visit Nova Scotia, New Brunswick, and Prince Edward Island. Enjoy the rugged coasts, beautiful lighthouses, charming fishing villages, and a whale-watching cruise.

**Scotland: Oban & Stirling**
Aug. 15-23: $2,620*
Travel through the cities of Edinburgh, Oban, and Stirling, and attend a folkloric performance that showcases traditional Scottish music and dance. Visit St. Andrews, known as the home of golf. Witness Edinburgh’s famed Tattoo Military Festival.

**Saxony on the Magnificent Elbe River**
Sept. 24-Oct. 2: $2,740*
Sail through the breathtaking scenery of the Saxon Alps to Prague. Visit some of Germany’s most picturesque cities, including Potsdam, Wittenberg, and Tor- gau. Once divided, Berlin is the perfect prelude for a journey into one of Europe’s most majestic and historic regions.

**Mediterranean Inspiration:**
**Rome (Chivatuccia) to Venice**
Oct. 17-30: $3,739*
Set sail aboard the deluxe and intimate 684-passenger Oceania Cruise Nautica. Cruise along Italy’s treasured west coast, and see the shores of Mino- cco, Greece, Montenegro, and Croatia. Airfare included.

**China and the Yangtze River**
Oct. 31-Nov. 13: $3,340*
Cruise the scenic Yangtze River aboard the Viking Century Sky, and marvel at the Three Gorges. See such legendary wonders as Beijing’s Imperial Palaces and Great Wall, Xi’an’s Terra Cotta Warriors, and the Bund in Shanghai, and watch a traditional Peking Opera performance and a show by the Shanghai Acrobatic Theater.

*Prices may vary per person and are based on double occupancy. Airfare and V.A.T. taxes are not included, unless otherwise noted. Special airfare available from most major cities. Dates and prices are subject to change. If you have any questions, please contact Gwen Harrington, alumni travel coordinator, at 540/231-6285 or alumni.travel@vt.edu.

To learn more about alumni travel tours or to request a brochure, visit www.alumni.vt.edu/travel. To learn more about alumni travel tours or to request a brochure, visit www.alumni.vt.edu/travel.
A ribbon-cutting ceremony was held at the newly constructed Graduate Life Center Amphitheatre, made possible through the generosity of class members as part of their 50th anniversary gift. Following a remembrance service in the War Memorial Chapel, the corps of cadets honored the class with a 50th anniversary gift. At the class’s presentation to the corps, several cadets who were receiving the Class of ‘59 Emerging Leaders Scholarship were recognized. The next day, class members enjoyed a festive brunch and Homecoming football game.

Congratulations to members of the Class of 1959, now eligible to attend their first Old Guard Reunion, May 19-21, 2010.

Class of 1959 celebrates 50th reunion

Awards

Outstanding Recent Alumni Award nominations

The Alumni Association invites nominations for the 2010-11 Outstanding Recent Alumni Awards, which recognize professional achievement and leadership by alumni who have graduated since 2000. Nominations are due by Aug. 15, 2010, and should be mailed to Outstanding Recent Alumni Awards, Virginia Tech Alumni Association, Holtzman Alumni Center (0102), Blacksburg, VA 24061. Please include the candidate’s biographical information and qualifications.

Alumni board nominations for 2011-14

The Alumni Association is seeking nominations for its board of directors for the next three-year term, beginning in 2011. Nominations are due by June 1, 2010, and should be mailed to Alumni Board Nominations, Virginia Tech Alumni Association, Holtzman Alumni Center (0102), Blacksburg, VA 24061. Please include each nominee’s full name, class year, address, and specific qualifications for service on the board. Self-nominations are welcome.

 multicul tural Alumni Advisory Board

The Alumni Association is looking for nominations for the Multicultural Alumni Advisory Board, which represents the interests of multicultural alumni constituencies. The board works closely with the Alumni Association and the Office for Diversity and Inclusion to assist with diversity initiatives and to strengthen alumni programs, admissions programs, and general networking among constituents. Send nominations to Multicultural Alumni Advisory Board, Virginia Tech Alumni Association, Holtzman Alumni Center (0102), Blacksburg, VA 24061.

Alumni Humanitarian Award

The Alumni Association invites nominations for the Alumni Humanitarian Award, presented when deemed appropriate to an alumna or alum who has performed exceptional service outside his or her profession or career. The scope of service should be such that it has had significant regional, national, or even international impact. Send nominations, along with supporting documentation and descriptions of the service and its impact, to Alumni Humanitarian Award, Virginia Tech Alumni Association, Holtzman Alumni Center (0102), Blacksburg, VA 24061.

Homecomings and reunions

UPCOMING EVENTS
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Chapter and class scholarship recipients

The Alumni Association’s chapters often make scholarship support for freshmen from their communities a primary goal. Events such as golf tournaments, art and gift auctions, wine tastings, chili fests, crab feasts, and pig roasts generate thousands of dollars annually for these scholarships. For the 2009-10 academic year, alumni chapters awarded $187,600 in scholarships—up from $175,000 the previous year—to 164 students. Awards are presented at high school graduation ceremonies or at local summer student send-off picnics.

Pennsylvania Chapter scholarship recipient

Brandon Rodenberger, a major in construction engineering and management, applied to Virginia Tech because the university was one of only a few colleges that offered his major, but he found other attractions as well. “What made me actually decide to come to Virginia Tech was the friendly atmosphere, real campus feel it had, and the fact that everyone strives to help others succeed.”

After receiving a letter from the Philadelphia Chapter about its scholarship opportunity, he applied and soon learned that he had won. “With the education gained from Virginia Tech, I will be a great asset to any employer who wants a construction manager.”

Richmond Chapter scholarship recipient

Samantha Stephenson, who is studying architecture, applied to Virginia Tech because of its top-ranked architecture program. Once she was accepted, she says, she was excited to be part of such a beautiful campus and to share the pride that comes along with being a student. “I was happy to learn through an awards assembly at Hermitage High School that I had won [the scholarship],” she says. “Now at Tech, what I find most challenging is the architecture design lab. It’s interesting to see other students’ ideas since most assignments are open to interpretation.”

Amherst-Nelson Chapter scholarship recipient

An engineering major, Andrew Apperson says he applied to Virginia Tech because of its Hokie Spirit. Upon his acceptance, he learned of a scholarship opportunity with the local alumni chapter and applied. “I have always been interested in engineering. I was hesitant about coming to such a large school, so I applied for early admission to help make the choice for me and was excited when I got accepted in December. It was an honor to learn I had won and to accept the scholarship at my high school awards ceremony at Nelson County High School,” he says.

Philadelphia Chapter scholarship recipient

BY MELISSA VIDMAR

Virginia Tech Magazine Spring 2010
Chapter and class scholarship recipients

Alleghany Highlands Chapter scholarship recipient
Kaylee Fitzgerald, a biological sciences major, toured the Virginia Tech campus during a leadership conference and learned about the university’s excellent biology program, student activities, and school spirit. Once accepted, she decided to apply for a scholarship with her local chapter. While attending senior night at Alleghany High School, she received notice that she had won.

“I enjoy being at Virginia Tech and part of everything this school has to offer,” she says. “The pride my fellow students and I have for this school is evident, whether at a football game or just walking around campus.”

Baltimore Chapter scholarship recipient
Stephen Rosenfelder, an architecture major, applied to Virginia Tech because of its strong program in his chosen field. After applying for a scholarship through the Baltimore Chapter, he found out he had won while attending an awards ceremony at Alleghany High School, she received notice that she had won.

“I really like the atmosphere everyone creates at Virginia Tech and have really enjoyed my Foundation Design Lab class most of all,” he says.

Class of 1956 University Honors Scholar
John Hoffman, who is studying physics, math, and French, says he has learned a great deal about himself through travel. "The Class of 1956 scholarship has allowed me to create a learning experience that was 100 percent catered to me, the things I wished to learn, in a way that I wished to learn them. In the regular curriculum, I can’t imagine any way to learn about Nikola Tesla, da Vinci, and Voltaire all in one experience, nor could I attempt to understand the nature of their creative genius better than seeing Voltaire all in one experience, nor could I attempt to understand the nature of their creative genius better than seeing how they worked and creations firsthand.”

Class of 1956 University Honors Scholars
Reunion classes celebrating 50th anniversaries frequently have endowed scholarships through the Virginia Tech Foundation. One, the Class of 1956, created the University Honors Scholarship. These awards provide deserving honors students with beyond-the-classroom opportunities in the last two years of undergraduate study. Scholars, who receive financial assistance for the usual college costs and a stipend for travel, research, or other activity, complete their education by seeking experience commensurate with the highest standards of intellectual and moral life.

University Honors Scholars are expected to demonstrate significant personal development—or the potential for such development—in intellectual curiosity and achievement; the mental agility to handle the unexpected and solve problems; a questing spirit to pursue greater challenges; moral character to establish exceptional standards of personal and public ideals; and confirmed leadership skills to serve, lead, and be recognized by a peer group.

Preserve your favorite college memories forever with personally created photo products from Hokie Highlights. Combine your photos with custom VT themes, logos and our professional images of campus buildings, scenes and events to create personalized photo books, calendars, posters, greeting cards and more.

Visit www.HokieHighlights.com and create a lasting memory with your photos and ours or select from our many ready-made Hokie photo products. The choice is yours.

www.HokieHighlights.com

What’s the beauty of retiring in Blacksburg?

Discovering the New River Valley’s only comprehensive retirement community. The beauty of retiring in Blacksburg is that here, life is what you make it. Enjoy the breathtaking Blue Ridge Mountains. Appreciate the diversity and excitement of being in a small college town with big-city appeal. Whatever your interests are, you’ll fit right in on our beautiful 220-acre woodlands campus in the heart of Blacksburg. With Warm Hearth Village retirement community and WoodsEdge active adult community, our continuum of living options include an active adult campus, Independent Living, Assisted Living, Long-term Care, and Memory Care. We are a non-profit community that offers home ownership and lifestyle choices you won’t find anywhere else. Call us today to learn why your retirement will be better in Blacksburg.

Subject to availability. Prices and plans are subject to change without notice. All images of the Village Center are artistic renderings of our plans for that phase. This building is not yet completed. Use of this site is subject to our terms and conditions. We are not allowing new sales or reservations in the Warm Hearth Village assisted living, memory care or independent living options.

Virginia Tech Alumni Association
www.HokieHighlights.com

Chapter and class scholarship recipients
Faculty and staff

In her poetry collection, *The Faces of Economic Snobbery*, Phyllis Olinger, an administrative assistant in University Relations/University Publications, explores the emotional realities of poverty, often finding their intersection at the crossroads of pain and despair.

The publisher is PublishAmerica (P.O. Box 151, Frederick, MD 21705); www.publishamerica.com.

Alumni

A Marketer’s Guide to Market Research: A Strategic Approach to Reach the Right Customers, by Daniel Fell (biology ’87) and C. David Shepherd, takes a strategic, data-driven approach to healthcare marketing.


Scott Habib (history ’97, M.A. education ’97), Ray Moore (English ’71), and Alan Seibert (secondary education natural science ’91, Ph.D. educational leadership and policy studies ’00) have published *The Ninth Grade Opportunity: Transforming Schools from the Bottom Up*, which provides educators with a useful framework for establishing freshman transition programs to ensure students’ success.

The book is self-published through iUniverse Inc. (1663 Liberty Dr., Bloomington, IN 47403); www.iuniverse.com.

Finding the Funny Fast: How to Create Quick Humor to Connect with Clients, Coworkers, and Crowds, by Jan McNamara (communication ’82), teaches readers how to use humor to craft memorable communications, connect with coworkers and employees, and diffuse tense situations.


In *Process Improvement and Performance Management Made Simple*, Andrew Muras (M.S. systems engineering ’89) and Glenn Goodnight use their years of experience in implementing and teaching at both commercial and governmental organizations to detail an activity-based management approach.

The book is self-published through Xlibris (1663 Liberty Dr., Ste. 200, Bloomington, IN 47403); www.xlibris.com.

Mapping Your Volunteer Vacation, written by Jane Stanfield (animal science ’81) and illustrated by Rhonda Taylor, helps readers plan and organize their domestic or international trip, from finding the right agency to packing lightly—even touching on tax deductions and tracking purchases for customs.

The book is self-published through Where She is Heading (P.O. Box 27492, Lakewood, CO 80227); www.janestanfieldwish.com.

Swayne’s Advanced Degree in Hold’em, by Charley Swayne (mechanical engineering, business administration ’65), offers the reader textbook-style advice on the psychological and mathematical aspects of Texas Hold’em.

The publisher is ECW Press (2120 Queen St., E., Ste. 200, Toronto, Ontario, Canada M4E 1E2); www.ecwpress.com.

Silicon vs. Carbon: Fundamental Nanoprocesses, Nanobio-technology, and Risks Assessment, edited by Yuri Magarshak, Sergey Kozyrev, and Ashok K. Vaseashta (Ph.D. materials engineering ’90), considers issues related to environmentally friendly nanotechnologies and risk assessments; environmental and biological risks of nanobiotechnology, nanobionics and hybrid organic-silicon nanodevices; fundamental nanoprocesses; and the social aspects of nanotechnological revolution.

The publisher is Springer (233 Spring St., New York, NY 10013); www.springer.com.
Alumni, we want to hear what you've received a donation in his name to eradicate polio (P.O. Box 1942, Amherst, VA 24521). We want to hear what you've received a donation in his name to eradicate polio (P.O. Box 1942, Amherst, VA 24521).

John F. Tarburton is president of Nova Southeastern University (1125 Moreview St., Lynnwood, WA 98037, 425/480-4100).

G. Daniel Walling was named to the William S. Gay Alumni Association Award (14370 Lancaster Dr., Fairfax, VA 22030).

Jeffrey N. Lighthiser is selected as the 2010 Civilian Engineer of the Year for the Lynchburg Area Visitors (13811 Turtle Hill Rd., Virginia Beach, VA 23451).

Kendall Tanya Cummings received the 2009 Dr. Robert Wigg Outstanding Civilian Award from the Virginia Tech Frank H. Kingdon College (11038 Redwood Rd., Rockville, MD 20852).

James L. Smith received the 2009 Distinguished Paper Award at the Information Systems Educators Conference (585 Hermit Thrush Blvd., Midde- town, CT 06457).

Wendy A. Ceccucci is a consultant after 32 years in the business. (6254 Kingfisher Dr., Lynchburg, VA 24503-3771).

Jeff L. Antoniak is an assistant professor of business administration at the University of Pittsburgh Katz Graduate School of Business (1437 10th St., Berkeley, CA 94710).

William F. Bailey was named the William S. Gay Alumni Association Award (14370 Lancaster Dr., Fairfax, VA 22030).

Barbara A. Board was honored for her work from 1992 to 2009 as director of the Virginia Tech Football Operations (31831 Turtle Hill Rd., West Chester, PA 19380).

John P. Loegering was named president and CEO of the World Bank Group (1822 Swiss Oaks St., Reston, VA 20190).

Kenneth R. King is a consultant at Kevin Kennedy Associates (208 Bay Rd., Virginia Beach, VA 23451).

James L. Smith received the 2009 Distinguished Paper Award at the Information Systems Educators Conference (585 Hermit Thrush Blvd., Midde- town, CT 06457).

Amy Griffin Ray was nominated as a 2009 Super CPA by Virginia Business magazine (22192). 

C. Patrick Hughes was selected as a Hokie Hero for the Virginia Tech vs. Georgia Tech football game (1418 Liston Ave., Kewl, El Paso, TX 79912).

Gary M. Han is vice president of Innovation at the University of California (6901 Painted Rock Rd., Camarillo, CA 93010).

Michelle J. Kraus performed her one-woman show, “The Secret Life of Trees,” at the Lincoln Center (1601 S. 12th St. Ct., Los Angeles, CA 90026).

Mark B. Sherley Jr. was selected as a Hokie Hero for the Virginia Tech vs. Miami football game (236 Hecleh Hall, Blacksburg, VA 24061).

Thomas J. Straussberger was selected as a Hokie Hero for the Virginia Tech vs. University of Carolina football game (8 EAMU/D, APO, AE 09109).

Kiersten Elliott Marzetti is an assistant professor at the University of Pittsburgh Katz Graduate School of Business (14370 Lancaster Dr., Chickawaw, PA 15204).

Timothy N. Madison was named to the 2009 IFMA Fellow Award (1 Deep Pond Ct, New Hope, PA 18938).

Richard L. Anderson is the president at BB&T (611 Greensboro St., Salisbury, NC 28147).

John W. Coates ’79 received the Alumni Association Award (1191 Avenida Esteban, Charleston, SC 29401).

Ayad N. Al-Saigh was recognized Doughtie Diversity Journal (9414 Wisconsin Ave., Bethesda, MD 20814).

Adi Daosell was named as the 2009 Super CPA by Virginia Business magazine (22192).

Deborah L. Hall-Greene is a consultant, tax, audit, and consulting firm. She started out as an auditor but after 10 years moved to the information technology advisory side. She’s now a national managing partner and recently became the firm’s global clients leader, where she helps develop strategy and manage operations for KPMG’s consulting business.

The Richmond native was originally drawn to Virginia Tech because when she visited friends who were Hokies, she felt a “deep sense of commu-

nity” on campus. It was a “perfect fit.”

“Experience at Tech helped me in two important ways,” Doughtie says. “First, I received an excellent education. Second, I learned that the benefits of college extend beyond what was learned in the classroom. Since graduating, I have increasingly appreciated the value of developing broad relationships and building your network. She also met her future husband, Ben Doughtie (agribusiness and applied economics ’82, M.S. ’84), at Tech, and their son, Schuyler, is a member of the Class of 2012.

Doughtie has remained connected to her alma mater. She serves on the Pamplin College of Business advisory board and the Department of Accounting and Information Systems advisory board, in 2007, she received the Pamplin College of Business Distinguished Alumna Award.

“I formed lasting relationships with so many people at Tech—students, members of the faculty and the administration, and others—who have continued to play a vital role in my personal and professional life,” Doughtie says.
Wong was “shocked and thrilled” when the speaker, Jane Foley, senior vice president of the Virginia Commonwealth University’s Educational Foundation, announced that the biotechnology program had won the Oscar of teaching, the Milken Educator Award. “I had no idea it was coming,” Wong says. “I broke into tears but had to compose myself pretty quickly when they told me they wanted me to share a few words.”

The Milken Recognized Wong for firing up excitement about biotech and AP courses at West Springfield. In the past two years, 100 percent of her students passed the Virginia Standard of Learning for biology and 75 percent of her AP students scored a 3 or better on the AP exam (the minimum score that students need to be eligible for college credit for the AP course). Wong also mentors students struggling with the transition to college, including her academic mentee.

“Teaching is my passion,” Wong says, “Teachers had growing up were my role models, along with my parents, and I wanted to be that role model for others. I truly believe teachers make a difference and help guide and mentor young adults.”

“I can’t believe how far we’ve come,” she says. “It’s been really exciting to see the school grow and change.”

On Dec. 9, Ann Lam Wong (biology ’94) and virtually everybody else at West Springfield High School in Fairfax County, Va., thought they were attending a surprised assembled crowd to hear a guest speaker. They were—sort of.

Wong was “shocked and thrilled” when the speaker, Jane Foley, senior vice president of the Virginia Commonwealth University’s Educational Foundation, announced that the biotechnology program had won the Oscar of teaching, the Milken Educator Award. “I had no idea it was coming,” Wong says. “I broke into tears but had to compose myself pretty quickly when they told me they wanted me to share a few words.”
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“Teaching is my passion,” Wong says, “Teachers had growing up were my role models, along with my parents, and I wanted to be that role model for others. I truly believe teachers make a difference and help guide and mentor young adults.”

“I can’t believe how far we’ve come,” she says. “It’s been really exciting to see the school grow and change.”
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Deaths


She was the university’s first lady from 1962-74, a period of great change in which enrollment nearly tripled and Virginia Tech became a comprehensive research university. According to her husband, her talent for entertaining and maintaining relationships with university stakeholders helped make it possible to transform the institution.

She was also a generous benefactor to the university, especially its Hahn Horticulture Garden, which was renamed in her honor in 2004. A garden pavilion and meadow garden are named for her as well.

Donation to fight polio honors teacher for decades of service

After polio damaged Henry Higgins’ left arm when he was just 7 years old, his mother, Dell Hampton Higgins, told him he would eventually need to earn a college degree because his injury wouldn’t allow him to follow his father into farming.

Higgins (agricultural education ’39) took that sage advice and turned it into a teaching career at Amherst (Va.) High School after earning his bachelor’s degree from Virginia Tech. In late 2009, the Amherst Rotary Club honored Higgins long years of mentoring students by making a $2,000 donation in his name to Rotary International as part of an effort to eradicate polio worldwide.

“It really hit me hard,” Higgins says when asked about the recognition. “I was very much impressed and very much pleased.”

Higgins grew up in Grayson County, Va., where he graduated from tiny Cool Coal High School. He decided to continue his education at Virginia Tech because he knew people who had gone into vocational agriculture after earning their agricultural education degree there. He might not be able to run a farm because of his arm, but he could still work in agriculture.

During his college days, he met his future wife, Thelma Cox, who attended Radford College. After graduation, Higgins taught for a couple of years in Sparta, N.C., before moving to his wife’s hometown of Amherst, where he knew there was an opening for a vocational agriculture teacher. He became a fixture there. He also devoted to Future Farmers of America, which he had been a part of for decades of service.
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Each year, more than 40,000 people join together to do exactly that. They support students, help fund innovative programs, and enrich the educational experience for every Hokie. And they are doing it one gift—and one year—at a time.

When you make annual gifts to any area at Virginia Tech—large or small—you become a part of a loyal group of Hokie supporters who share your love for the university. And the generosity of those thousands of annual givers drives us forward and shapes our path. It is inventing our future … one gift at a time.

In Retrospect

Earle B. Norris:
The president’s “right arm”
BY CLARA B. COX M.A. ’84

Since April 16, 2007, just the word “Norris” spurs memories of violence and grief. But Earle Bertram Norris, one of Virginia Tech’s greatest educators, lived a life poles apart from what happened in the building whose name honors his memory.

Norris’s contributions to VPI (today’s Virginia Tech) during his tenure were so impressive that President Julian A. Burruss wrote to him, “When Gen. [Stonewall] Jackson died, Gen. [Robert E.] Lee said he had lost his right arm. I am far from being a Lee, but I should feel as Lee did if for any reason you should be lost to VPI—such a loss is unthinkable.”

Born in 1882 in Jamestown, N.Y., and educated at public schools in Warren, Pa., Norris graduated from Pennsylvania State College with honors in mechanical engineering. After working in industry and getting married, he returned to Penn State and earned a master of engineering in 1908.

With graduate degree in hand, he taught at the University of Wisconsin; was an industrial commissioner; served in World War I, where Gen. John J. Pershing, commanding officer of the American Expeditionary Force, cited him for meritorious service; and spent nine years as dean of engineering at the University of Montana before being tapped in 1928 to head engineering at VPI.

In Blacksburg, Norris’s talents blossomed. He grew the engineering school, doubling the accredited curricula to 12, the fourth largest number in the country; assumed responsibility for the local airport; chaired the Administrative Council; directed the Virginia Engineering Experiment Station for 20 years; helped organize the Student Engineering Council; and served as faculty advisor to the Virginia Tech Engineer staff. He co-wrote a textbook and updated two he had co-authored earlier. He also recommended the creation of several new positions: dean of men, director of admissions, and director of guidance and placement.

Additionally, his off-campus engineering programs provided a jump-start for higher education throughout the Commonwealth. Norris set up the first engineering courses at William & Mary College’s Norfolk Division, which evolved into today’s Old Dominion University. He also developed courses that enabled students to study for one or two years at home before enrolling in VPI, leading to the establishment of several two-year institutions and, according to Willis G. Worcester, a later dean of engineering, to the growth of Virginia Commonwealth University.

Students admired Norris and dedicated the 1940 yearbook to him: “For his untiring efforts resulting in the enlargement and betterment of an engineering school, for integrity, for intelligence, for his own great achievements, for accomplishments in every field within which he has endeavored, we dedicate this 46th volume of The Bugle.” The American Society of Mechanical Engineers recognized his contributions to the field by elevating him to the status of Fellow.

Norris retired on his 70th birthday in 1952 and died in 1966. A year later, the school he had served with such dedication and foresight renamed the Engineering Building in his memory.

In 1969, VPI unveiled a portrait of Norris, which was hung in Norris Hall. At the time, the Blacksburg Sun called him one of Virginia Tech’s “all-time great educators,” and President T. Marshall Hahn said at the unveiling ceremony: “Tech’s development toward becoming a great university was made possible by the outstanding contributions of those who led the way. We will be forever in his debt.”
Be there as Summer Around the Drillfield turns 20

Join us July 22-24

- Take a peek into faculty research
- Experience an adventure in the great outdoors of the New River Valley

Visit www.alumni.vt.edu/reunion/index.html for more information or to register.